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Google voice 申请
This problem recommends virtual American phone artifacts: Google Voice is a Google-owned, free and long-term US virtual phone number, but such a good thing, of course, has an application limit, of course, does not know many people themselves. Why? Why apply? 1. With the price of cabbage in the world
said that lately my mobile phone number is quite a lot, scattered ha, but the most commonly used is GV, has been used for more than a year, quite often used because the phone bill is really cheap. In addition to free U.S. and Canadian phone calls, other countries also have cabbage prices, details
to all
countries cabbage to the end, such as I called back to Hong Kong, chatted for 11 minutes, only $0.36; 2. Virtual phone, to protect personal privacy, after all, itself engaged in the distribution of wealth, the protection of privacy is common sense. This era of giving a private number is too sensitive, one is easy to
harass more, two more than one mind to watch out, then the GV is very good, anyway is virtual. In this age of big data collection, the elegant provision of american phone calls is rarely obtained by unwanted calls; 3. Bundled social media pro-test: can group, register some social platforms, know the book, ROI,
etc., daily landing check is very worrying. In fact, you can also use GV to exchange microselektters, and then there will be more wechat out, Will also the same can call around the world, but the rate of GV light is more likely to win ten streets but need to be reminded: can not use GV to register a new
microscopy, but after registration change the associated phone can come to hand ✌ y; There is no monthly rent well, wayetic 0 month rent, but one thing to look out for: if not used within six months, the account will be Google's recycled ♻️ so is the solution? Of course, there is a slightly automatic thinking flow,
go directly to IFTTT only ️ 5. Daily SMS verification, do not worry about how the world affects the number of digital tourists, in fact, daily various SMS verification code, I use only this GV number, since then do not worry about going to other countries can not get a verification code ✌ How to register? Have
you ever thought about such a good thing, but so few people know? Because there is a google voice app threshold, it only applies to personal Google Accounts in the US and G Suite accounts in certain markets. Text messages are not supported in all markets. Google Voice is only available for personal Google
Accounts G Suite accounts in the U.S. and certain markets, and not all of them support SMS. However, the method is always heavier than ever before, like a G Suite account in some areas or as an innate US user, and I remember that your homework online, probably find them: 1. 1. Synchronization operation
2. Haitao's US phone physical card is actually a good way, but mostly to wait too long. Non-U.S. regions remember synchronizing with the U.S. region wee pi en 3. Go out and turn right, an omnable treasure, but with the intentions of personal use, or worry about privacy issues. Self balancing ha, but private add
method, in fact, I method 1 test for a long time not good, you think that other methods are either waiting a long time, or easy to have risky issues; But there is no possibility of reapplying this GV after this figure; honest kids are down, but it helped me check without a word. Friends around the world benefit haha,
but do not forget to remember to cancel and the original number bundle after the end. Choose from a variety of options, always suitable for you; How to use? Main function: cabbage price to call abroad. Add a city code directly to make a local phone call, a peace call the same: text messages, voice mail and
SMS verification code, forward to your mailbox, and other features. Welcome to add that I haven't activated any game methods yet?
end as well as Amri's artifact google fi may just understand the GV update version of the network living on the continent, but you want to see more things you might want to
use google fi, easy to see more
external information. Interested in going directly to the official website for many details, I just use the sentence to summarize: never worry about which country, the landing of the main aircraft can be elegantly connected to the Internet:) There are any questions about the
welcome message, but as a scientific internet access, such as a proposal to resolve your own. Stay tuned for more.☕️ The author of this article: nataliamok.com Good: Geo Arbitration, engaged in overseas planning Digital Traveler, serial entrepreneur: theinsure.co remember that you can apply for Google
Voice for free a few years ago, but at that time because there was no Visa card. Now the country can no longer apply directly for Google Voice in 2020, due to the outbreak at home also stuffed for more than ten days, using currently only Google Voice matters. Google Voice is a VOIP service that Google
launched in 2009 that combines many phone numbers used by individuals into a single U.S. number, while providing a number of value-added services. Google Voice can be used as a phone number, such as answering a phone call, transferring a call, voice message, text message, and so on. This means that
the Google Voice number is having a phone number in the United States. Google Voice uses GV numbers to get verification codes when you use foreign websites or services (e.g. using Twitter, Telegram, I use GV numbers to register binding); No leases; increased anonymity, privacy; U.S. and Canadian text
messages are free, and international calls are cheap; Use a number to control all phone numbers Block calls you don't want to answer, let them go directly to voicemail; and Google can record and save calls online; Voice program program Google Voice, but the treasure can still buy your favorite number, tens of
yuan to hundreds of dollars. Google Voice uses the purchased GV number and installs the Google Hangouts Hangouts app on your phone. Proper use of Hangouts requires scientific Internet access. Open Hangouts, sign in to your Google Voice linked Google Account, go to the home screen, click the upper-left
corner, select Settings, select Phone number, and check the Received call and Notification options. Currently, all calls, text messages, and voice mail messages to the Google Voice number are pushed and received through the Hangouts app. You can also receive language mailbox content, text messages, and
more using Gmail email. Regular Google Voice note: Under the Google Agreement, if you haven't used Google Voice for six months (without a caller, so-called text message, voice mail), your number will be withdrawn by Google. Google can get your Google Voice number back (if you have one) if you don't
submit or receive calls, text messages sent or received for 6 months. We will not recover numbers that have been transferred to Google Voice or become permanent. previous practice was to regularly automatically call the Google Voice number using the IFTTT service to keep your number active and not
canceled. However, Google will not take back numbers that have been transferred to Google Voice services or have been submitted for permanent use. We will not recover numbers that have been transferred to Google Voice or become permanent. Now for $30 and buying Google Voice as a permanent
number, you don't have to worry about being recycled. Here's how: Buy a permanent Google Voice number in two 1 steps, pay $10 for a number change Go to and sign in to your Google Account, pictured: Go to the old Version of Google Voice: Switch to the old version of the page, click Google Voice to go to
the change interface: select Change/port to change the number I want to reset: Change $10, Buy Permanent $20, Item Continue: Select the number that you like to Continue (Note: you need to register a U.S. agent to choose a new number) Item Purchase Number Continue: Bind Visa/MasterCard card
organization credit card, and then point BUY change (name with card name of real name, IP, address, zip code is all in USA): After payment is successful, number change succeeds, point One: Currently, returning to the site account already has two Google Voice numbers , but there is an expiration date after
the old Google Voice number: 2, and then spend another $20 to buy the old number as a permanent pressing old number Make a permanent purchase forever: Because was linked earlier, so the point buy continues: the purchase is permanently completed, dot Done continues: the old Google Voice number has
no expiration time: you can switch the main number at any time to both numbers, point make basic switch main number: number: Google Voice is permanent, the new Google Voice is generic, and the new GV is still recycled after six months without using it. Here's how Gu o suggests: oice currently accepts only
applications from U.S. users, you need to have a US virtual number, you can register using a US VPN, see <a0><a1></a1></a0>. Google Voice registration is for US users only, after testing several online agents can not successfully upload voice login interfaces or complete registration, here it is recommended
to use speed VPN here, download your app, log in with a trial account, choose the United States accelerated test. 2. Smooth access to the Google Voice interface, start the registration process, note that the VPN is automatically disconnected for 30 minutes, but if you entered the registration boot interface, do
not think too much, will not be thrown out of Google Voice, you can successfully complete the registration. 3. Fill in the zip code and the number line you want, Google Voice will filter the number you can use to select the number. 4. Ask to fill in the pre-number, that is, the port forwarding number and this number
must be the number of the United States. This is the key to the program. Here we would like to mention the concept of the United States virtual number, simply put, this is a number that can be collected directly, there are several websites that will provide this feature, I choose www.virtualphoneline.com service.
5. Go to www.virtualphoneline .com page, account application, registration process is more routine no longer repeated, it is recommended to use Gmail. 6. After receiving the number, go to the to change the number settings, call the number to be changed, gtalk can directly select Google, fill the entire Gmail
address, and Virtualphoneline also supports its redirection format. Theoretically, a transfer to a country cell phone is also possible, just do not know whether the cell phone input verification code is valid, not verified. 7. Return to the Google Voice registration interface, the first number provided by Virtualphoneline
1 fill out the registration form, Google Voice will go to the next step, give verification code (2 digits), click on the verification code under call me now, on the phone gtalk, and then be the number as 16502651193@gtalk2voip.com dial in, English prompt, regardless of enter the registration coronation based on the
verification code, if the input is successful, Voice enter automatically interface. In the steps above: VPN to resolve the registration area issue in Virtualphoneline to resolve the U.S. virtual number issue, Gtalk handles the virtual number capture and verification code input issue. You can also select similar services
that you own to replace the aforementioned free services. To this end, the Google Voice registration process is complete. Note: Virtualphoneline's U.S. virtual number is free for about 20 days. If you want to use a U.S. virtual number for a long time, it is recommended to use voxox, which requires SMS approval
or ipkall.com, which has a long registration period and requires a 1-2 day review. In the US, the virtual number is available for about 20 days free. If you want to use a U.S. virtual number for a long time, it is recommended to use voxox, which requires SMS approval or ipkall.com, which has a long registration
period and requires a 1-2 day review. Views.
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